The explorers country around LEGOLAND® Deutschland Resort

LEGOLAND® Deutschland Resort is THE family attraction in Bavarian Swabia – centrally located between Munich and Stuttgart as well as Augsburg and Ulm. Yet, not only the theme park and the associated holiday village are a centre of attraction. The region surrounding LEGOLAND has much more to offer and carries more than enough potential for an unforgettable and eventful short break with the whole family.

Ranking first is the LEGOLAND theme park. Being easily accessible via the A7 and A8 as well being integrated in a region offering many adventures and worth loving makes not only the family trip but also the short break with bag and baggage in the family and children’s region of Günzburg absolutely attractive.

A main attraction for families with children – or even grandparents with their grandchildren – is the LEGOLAND leisure park with all its attractions indoors and out. The family and children’s region of Günzburg also has many other diverse nature-related and cultural “hits for kids” to offer:

- **Water activities:** More than 250 lakes in the Günzburg district guarantee for splashing about and giving it a try, for cycling along or for observing the unique flora and fauna, various water activity playgrounds or even Kneipp basins, multifaceted cycling trails along the banks of the famous Danube as well as its tributaries Günz, Kammel, Mindel and Zusam and idyllic natural beauties such as the Donaumoos or the likes of the Oberegger reservoir, a bird paradise. The loveliest swimming lakes are the Silbersee in Rettenbach and the Oberrieder Weiher in Breitenthal – where you will have great fun bathing, but also great water sports facilities.

- **Cultural treasures:** The kids will also be thrilled by the many castles and monasteries in the Günzburg district, countless magnificent Baroque buildings and churches in the “Swabian Baroque corner”, the place of pilgrimage “Maria Vesperbild”, cribs in churches and private homes of the “Swabian Crib Paradise” as well as Roman and Celtic settings in Günzburg and Ichenhausen. Many places invite young and old to
marvel and some of them to take part. If you would like to be guided on a journey through time or to have an exciting time experiencing nature, you will get your money's worth with the city and tour guides of the region, one of the multifaceted “listening tours” or a quiz tour.

- **Sports:** Families can get into action and exercise on the predominantly and pleasantly flat riverbank cycling trails – the “RüberRadler” to be combined individually in a modular principle with the riverbank cycling trails – or brand new in 2017 the quality cycling path “DonauTäler”, various hiking trails, the various riding stables, the high wire garden or the climbing wall, when bowling, golfing in beautiful Klingenburg, playing crazy golf, water-skiing or wakeboarding – just to mention a few of the many facilities for exercising and working out for young and old that the region has to offer.

- **Culinary delights:** The family and childrens’ region serves culinary delights and pampers large of small mouths in its Bavarian Swabian hospitality. Regional delicacies such as Krumbacher Buabaspitzla (noodles made of potatoes, flour and eggs) are certainly something for children. The offers of the 10 potato restaurants along the approx. 230 km Swabian potato trail or the nine Danube Valley fish restaurants. But even the many beautiful cafés on the Günzburg market square, in Krumbach and elsewhere invite you to have some refreshments and spend some time.

Brochures by topic and detailed information about the leisure time activities and holiday offers in the family and childrens’ region of Günzburg, about events and accommodation – from family hotels over holiday apartments and private rooms, holidays on a farm, camping sites down to the tree hotel or living in a barrel can be obtained from Regionalmarketing Günzburg GbR – Wirtschaft und Tourismus, Tel.: +49/8221/95-140, service@landkreis-guenzburg.de, at the tourist information centre LEGOLAND Allee, Tel.: +49/8221/20749-49, info@touristinfo-legolandallee.de, at www.familien-und-kinderregion.de as well as at www.facebook.com/familien-und-kinderregion.